
                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. PRODUCT NAME   

 

HARRICRETE ALL PURPOSE PLASTAFILLA 

 

MANUFACTURER 

 

HARRICRETE LIMITED. 

Jankie Trace,Las Lomas #2 
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. 

Tel: (868) 669-4011/4037 

Fax: (868) 669-1035 
E-mail: harricreteltd@gmail.com 

Website: www.harricrete.com 

 

2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

 

Harricrete all-purpose plastafilla is a smooth, non-

shrink blend of the finest textured ingredients specially 
formulated for harsh tropical conditions. The precise 

manufacturing process results in combinations of 

chemically modified powdered polymers, producing an 
amazingly white “Super-Strong” filla. 

Harricrete plastafilla is ideal for filling cracks, holes 

and crevices, in walls and ceilings of wood, concrete or 
plaster. It forms a perfect prepared wooden surface for 

painting, by smooth filling all knotholes and wooden 

joints. Because of its long working time and excellent 

adhesion properties, Harricrete plastafilla can also be 
mixed with emulsion paint for slicking walls prior to 

painting. It can also be mixed with oil paint to make 

moisture resistant putty for use around, sinks, baths, 
tiles or exterior surfaces exposed to water. When dry, 

screws and nails can be firmly fastened so as to support 

light weight fixture. 

 

3. PRODUCT BENEFITS/ADVANTAGES. 
1. Non-Cracking 

2. Non-Shrink 
3. Extra Smooth 

4. Extra Hard 

5. Adequate working time 
6. Snow-White 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

 

All areas to be filled or slicked must be 

clean and free from loose particles, dust and 
other contaminants that will prevent 

effective bonding. 

 

1. In a clean container, mix Harricrete 
Plastafilla with water, until a smooth, lightly 

workable consistency is obtained. 

 
For large holes or cracks, use less water to 

form a stiff paste for filling. Apply using 

similar method for pre-filling and slicking. 
 

2. Allow to dry for 45 minutes-1hr and sand 

with smooth glass paper to attain desired 

smooth finish. 
 

5. CAUTIONS 

 
Do not mix more than can be applied in 30-

45 minutes. 

If material sets before using, do not add 

more water to remix. Fresh mixture should 
be made. 

 

6. AVAILABILTY 
 

In 1lb, 3lbs, 5lbs and 50lbs packages for 

interior and exterior application. 
 

7. TECHNICAL SERVICES 

 

Harricrete Ltd. offers consulting services for 
architects and engineers covering 

specifications, architectural details, technical 

field service, and laboratory material testing. 
 

Manufactured by Harricrete Ltd.,  

under license from DEMCO INC.,  

West Des Moines, lowa,  

U.S.A. 

SPEC                     
 

This Spec-Data Sheet conforms 

To the editorial style prescribed  by 

The Construction Specifications 

Institute.  The manufacturer is 
Responsible for technical accuracy. 
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http://www.harricrete.com/
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